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Hello this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey with another edition of 'Arts and 
Africa' . This week David Sweetman presents his four th report on ~he 
West Berlin Festival of African Arts, 11Horizonte '79". Today, David · 
looks at some of the exhibitions that were held in various museums and 
gall~ries_ throughout the city . 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

The two principal exhibitions at the Festival were an enormous collec
tion of arts from Haiti and, of more intere~t to us, a major exhibition 
of contemporary A~rican painting. While most parts of Africa were 
represented, the two major sections presented modern versions of the 
traditional painting of Ethiopia, and the now famous Oshogbo artists 
of Nigeria . Artists like Twins Seven-Seven and middle art from Oshogbo 
now have an international reputation thanks in no small part to the 
work of German writer, Ulli Beier, who did so much to promote them in 
the sixties. Well Ulli was obviously involved in the organisation of 
this exhibition, although for the last fifteen years he's been working 
in other Third World countries outside Africa, most recently in Papua, 
New Guinea. Ulli Beier told me that he is now working on a book which 
will attempt to bring togethe~ many of the artis~s of the Third World 
with whom he is now familiar. 

ULLI BEIER 

I am in the position of having se·en artistic development in Nigeria, 
India, Papua New Guinea and amongst aboriginals. And I have discoverGd 
at least a number of phenomena, which are very similar in spite of tne 
very different backgrounds of these cultures . You can trace a number 
of things that are happening as a result merely of that transitional 
period. I think it is very interesting to pursue that, but this is a 
long term thing. 
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SW EI:. TI,'iAN 

Thinking about it, I don't think anybody has tried to draw in on a 
broad sc;;.,le the arts of the Third World . 

BEIJ.:,R 

No, I don't think its possible on a very broad scale, but I think there 
are, what you might call the Twin Seven-Seven phenomenan, I mean that 
type of artist who works completely out of his own imagination, who 
doesn't really draw on any kind of cultural background. 

S~'lLLTM.AN 

Ulli Beier on l'art brut, or r aw art which was first brought to public 
notice by the French artist Jean Dubuffet. Dubuffet has long supported 
the idea of art produced solely from the human imagination and not as 
a result of the unfolding of a cultural tradition . Inevitably much of 
this art in Europe h:.,s been produced by people who were in different 
ways outcasts from so.ciety , very often people who were considered by 
society to be in some way mentally disturbed. But, as Ulli Beier points 
out, the African situation is different. The upheavals of the coJ.oniA.l 
period have in some way left Africa with a clean slate, culturally, 
which a l lows a~tists a freshness of vision uncluttered by the past. 

BEIER 

Of course in a place like Nigeria or India, t here are these people who 
really create by looking inside them entirely and there was a German 
writer yesterday who used a phrase from Bunyan, 11A lovely mountain11 , a 
person who stands there, in the landscape , self--contained and he's a 
lovely mountain. Its a very beautiful exr-1ression. 

SWEETMAN 

It's obvious from what you are saying thot you approve of this sort of 
art, arising internally and not with the we ight of cultural history 
behind it but why? What is -.vrong with being part of a continuing 
cultural tradition? 

B£IER 

I did'nt say anything is wrong. All I am saying is that there is a 
moment which produces this kind of person. Let me say this. In 
Europe history is not a weight on one's back and every generation has 
to free its~lf from the previous generation. Of course this was 1nt 
so in the middle ages but it is so in the twentieth century. So every 
gener&tion has its artistic revolution, which starts with the destruc
tion of the previous set of values and you can say that colonialism 
has produced that destruction for this generation of artists. They have 
lef t them with a blank, they have done this uprooting and for some 
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reason or other, European intellectual artists find it necessary to 
produce this for themselves and tr1en start afresh 9 and here suddenly 
the situation is corrected from outside. Their whole set of values, 
their whole set of accepted values is destroyed and individuals simply 
flounder in this vacuum. It is in that situation that the "lovely 
mountain11 succeeds best. 

SWLETI-iAN 

Ulli Beier , who had a profound influence on the choice of work in the 
exhibition of contemporary African painting. There was, however, some 
criticism of that selection. Some people said that it was not up to 
date; that it left out artists who had come forward over the last 
fifteen years while others claimed that the emphasis on naive painting 
on 1 1art brut, gave a distorted view of the range of work now being 
produced , some of it very sophisticated. One critic was painter, 
Winston Branch who has been living in Berlin as part of a scheme organ
ised by the German Academy for Cultural Exchange. Al though origi:1ally 
from St. Lucia in the Caribbean. Winston studied art at the Slade 
school in London where he wrote a dissertation of the influence of 
African art on Western painting . 

vfIN3TON BRA.NCH 

The present exhibition at the Kunsthalle, although it must be commended 
for effort, lacks depth. It is very superficial, it just perpetuates 
a kind of pre-idiotic aspect of naive·i ty, na.:..vei ty without sophistic
ation, lack of exposure, it gives the impression that the artist of 
Africa is working in total isolation. Today there is no artist in any 
part of the world working in isolation becaus~ of the modern media and 
I felt that this exhibition at the Kunsthalle should have been first 
explained that it was from a personal collection. It was not a total 
representation of contemporary African art, and this a::-t exhibitj_on 
emphasises a very, very biased viewpoint, exoticism, primitive, 
unsophisticated works and most of the work there has been done over 
fifteen years ago. 

SWEETlVlA.N 

But where did they get these paintings from? Did African governments 
send them in or what? 

BRANCH 

No. I mean that's another thing, they never had any liaison with 
African Governments. Most of it came from collections in Germany 
through Ulli Beier, who ~s supposed to be the great beacon of light 
~n Africanism. who I find is mainly interested in exoticism and a 
German eccentric. Its ~asically from a private collection, from Hamburg, 
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its not reelly coming from museums, its not coming from any 
substantial body of work . Its the personal taste of one man who 
many, many years ago, I would say, over fifteen years ago, .made 
this collection. 

SWEE TJYi..4.N 

Winston Branch who was very critical of ~he Modern African Art 
Exhibition at the Festival . But one exhibition in Berlin which was 
unanimously praised featured the work of exiled South African graphic 
artist Gavin Jantjes . Gavin is best known for the series of stunning 
posters he did for the Anti-Apartheid Movement particularly one that 
fe&tured the famous figure of a distraught student carrying a dead 
child away from the scene of the killing in Soweto . All Gavin Jantjes' 
work is deeply committed to the cause of liberation in Southern Africa . 
Becaµse Gavin lives in exile in Hamburg he wRs able to visit the 
festival and I asked him how he came to do the famous Soweto poster . 

GAVIN JANTJES 

I was approached by people from the U:.N. High Commission for Refugees , 
they were dealing with all the kids who had left Soweto and are now 
stuc~ in Botswana , and I used all the imagery from the six, seven, 
eight days that people were being killed in Soweto and the press 
were reporting this . And if you look at those posters you will see 
that there are photographs of a refugee camp. And in the very first 
poster there was , in fact, a text which said "Apartheid creates 
refugees". 

SWEETMAN 

You often use references from journalism, photographs, strips of 
newsprint and so on. Also you type out messages, there are texts 
there, so you obviously verge a,vay from the purely visual? 

J ANTJES 

Yes. 

Why is this? What are you trying to achieve there? 

JANTJES 

I work in a manner where I start with the basic, perhaps emotional 
experience, which comes to me visually . In other words ? Soweto 
happens , I open a newspaper, there is a picture which is very dramatic , 
it has a lot of drama in it, and that picture on its own tells a story 
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which is just that one moment when it was taken. But related to that, 
the history behind that picture, what led to that picture being taken 
in the first place, all of that is very important information and if 
I add that to that picture, it opens the dimensions of the picture for 
me, and also the dimensions of what I want to say and part of the tools 
which make this opening are texts, are poems, are statements, tha t have 
been made which relate to that particular image. 

SviEE'J;'MAN 

How much is it that its the message which is important, and in fact 
you are really just decorating a message in order to attract our 
attention. 

JANTJES 

Put it this way, I see the work as a lot more than just a decoration 
of a message. I have taken what is avail able and I have put it into 
a certain combination, and I think that there is a dimension beycnd 
that, which I leave entirely up to the viewer to decide what he is 
going to do with it. In other words , you will see that, you will get 
all that information, I mean you may not understand the relationship, 
you may not understand why suddenly there is a shoe or something else 
in a particular graphic. But it has a very importcnt relevance for. me 
and l hope that you, when you have viewed it, discover whst that is, 
and just to the reference of the shoe, there is a print there on 
Amilcar Cabral and a statement by Amilcar Cabral, there is a pair of 
sandals in the bottom of the picture, and the pair of sandals, in fact, 
was for me very relevant, because the entire struggle by the P.A.I.G.C. 
in Guinea-Bissau was done on foot, they had no cars and I think this 
is very relevant for the viewer who knows nothing about Bissau and 
even a lot of Africans don I t know that and have asked , "why the sandals? 11 

"Did they receive the sandals from somebody as a gift or something?". 
And I say, "No, the sandals represent a symbol of the f act that they 
carried, they carried all their armour, everything on foot11 • 

SWEE1'MAN 

What are you workihg on at the moment? 

JANTJES 

There are four prints in the show which deal with leadership. There's 
Amilcar Cabral, Eduardo Mondlane, Franz Fanon, Kwame Nkrumah, and I 
am now preparing a print on Samora Machel and a few other African 
leaders. One other thing which has also been a great motivation to 
me, someone was asking at a press conference, they asked a writer 
called Taban, what his impression of Berlin was, and he gave something 
which I think is worth putting my energies into making a visual 
statement ,on it and he said, "When I first came to Berlin I went to 
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the Olymlic Stadium" and nobody understood that , and he continued and 
said: "and I went onto the track and I ran 400 metres in five minutes , 
which is no r ecord , but I ran because I wanted to experience it , 
because Jessie Owens ran on the same track and it destroyed all myths , 
particularly in the athletic sphere, that the white man is better 
than the black rnan and in the face of national socialism". And at 
the same time he was making the running i n Berlin, Kwame Nkrumah, 
Dubois , Jomo Kenyatta , were making the running i n America, in England , 
in the French Island of Martinique , etc", And its just this whole 
concept of running has given me such a t r emendous visual thing to 
work on . Its also part of the leadership print that I am doing , so 
that is something I would really like to interpret visually, I think 
that is a very relevant piece , particularly as I am also at the 
moment living in Germany . I t hink that 's a ver y relevant piece of 
work . 

SWEETMAN 

Exiled-South African artist, Gavin Jantjes talking about his work . 
Well there were so many exhibi tions in Berlin that I have just 
picked out the two that I thought most i nterest ing . I very much 
liked Gavin ' s exhibition, though I tend to agree with Winston Br anch 
that the exhibition of African Modern Art was not as modern as it 
mi ght have been ! 

TETTJ!.H- LARTEY 

That was another of Davi d Sweetrnan 1 s reports f r om Berl in . And that 's 
it for this week , we ' ll be back again next week with another edition 
of 'Arts and Africa '. Until then this is Alex Tetteh- Lartey saying 
goodbye and we leave you with some more 0f the music from t he Berlin 
festiva l , this time by the Nigerian National Ensembl e- music from the 
Jos Plateau. 
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